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and his curate, the Rev. Walter Wragge, attended the meeting, and
their contributions to the debate were at least as unorthodox as my
own address. The Rev. Walter Wragge, who was also a member
of the committee of the C.O.S., had been connected with Toynbee
Hall, and he was a man of wide sympathies, with an active, tolerant
mind. These three clergymen, together with Grinling, who was
then no longer in Holy Orders, prevented the C.O.S. committee
from being stampeded into action against myself because of my
opinions.
The course of my life has been so widely separated from asso-
ciation with the Church, that I feel it to be both a privilege and a
duty to emphasize the generous tolerance of these clergymen who
courageously refused to impose economic penalties on opinions
that they disliked.
The attitude of this new type of clergymen towards social
questions was well illustrated at the time of a great strike of miners,
which occurred at that period. Canon Escreet willingly became
the chairman of a committee which had been formed to raise support
for their wives and children, and Canon Horsley not only served
on the committee, but offered the hospitality of his church for the
proposed Sunday afternoon meeting, should the weather prevent it
from being held in the open air. I acted as the honorary secretary,
and we collected about eighteen pounds, I had the highest regard
for these kindly and tolerant men, and their generous social
activities, so different from those of the austere and unsympathetic
theologians I had previously known, had a marked influence upon
my own thought and advocacy. They were the courageous fore-
runners of a new type of clergymen whose numbers still happily
increase.
In this connection it is worth recording that the Labour move-
ment in Woolwich, in the early days before the formation of the
Labour Party, received no public support from ministers of the
nonconformist communions. It is not to be supposed that they
were less aware of its virtues than were the clergy of the Established
Church; the probable explanation of their shy detachment was
that the greater independence of the clergyman enabled him to
take part in work which might have brought upon themselves,
dependent upon the goodwill of their congregations, troubles
which they considered it prudent to avoid.

